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 WHEN DID THE TROJANS TURN INTO PHRYGIANS? ALCAEUS 42.15

 The Greek tragedians reformulated the myths inherited from the epic cycle
 in the light of the distinctively 5th-century antithesis between Hellene and
 barbarian. But in the case of the Trojans the most significant step in the
 process of their "barbarisation" was their acquisition of a new name, "Phryg
 ians".1) In the Iliad, of course, the Phrygians are important allies of Troy,
 but geographically and politically distinct from them (B 862-3, r 184-90, K
 431, n 719). The force of the distinction is made even plainer by the composer
 of the Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite, which may date from as early as the 7th

 century,2) where the poet introduces as an example of the goddess's power the
 story of her seduction of Anchises. She came to him in his Trojan home, pre
 tending to be a mortal, daugter of famous Otreus, the ruler of all Phrygia
 (111-112). But then she immediately explained why they could converse with
 out any problem (113-116);

 I know both your language and my own well, for a Trojan nurse brought me
 up in my palace: she took me from my dear mother and reared me when I was
 a little child. And that is why I also know your language well.

 So the Trojans and Phrygians are quite distinct, politically, geographically,
 and linguistically. Well before the 5th century, however, the term "Trojan"
 had lost any contemporary application: its associations were literary and
 legendary. But the Greeks knew that the north-west corner of Asia Minor was
 in reality inhabited by Phrygians, whose name combined literary-heroic credent
 ials with an intelligible contemporary reference: eastern Aegean and Ionian
 Greeks especially knew what a Phrygian looked like and how he behaved.3) Troy
 and Phrygia were therefore amalgamated. The use of this alternative label for
 mythical enemies of the Greeks thus marks the pivotal point in the process of
 their "barbarisation" in the literary tradition. Once Priam or Paris was
 identified as a Phrygian, all the pejorative contemporary resonances of that

 1) Strabo explains the confusion about boundaries in the Troad by reference
 to the tragedians' habit of identifying Trojans as Phrygians (12.573). The
 practice is particularly common in Euripides, but also occurs in Aeschylus
 and Sophocles. See Helen H.Bacon, Barbarians in Greek Tragedy, New Haven
 (1961) p.101 n.45.

 2) R.Janko, Homer, Hesiod and the Hymns, Cambridge (1982) p.180.
 3) Archilochus 42.2 West; Sappho 92.12 PLF; Alcaeus 280.22 SLG, where a

 papyrus commentary on lyric poetry mentions Alcaeus' reference to the Al
 lienes, a Phrygian people; Hipponax 27.2 West. It is likely that the people
 referred to as "Phrygians" in the Iliad were historically a different people
 from the ,pOyec who according to Herodotus 7.73 invaded Asia Mihor after the
 Trojan war (see G.S.Kirk, The Iliad: a Commentary Vol.I, Cambridge (1985)
 p.291), but is is unlikely that the Iliad's ancient audience would have been
 aware of or concerned with this distinction.
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 16 E.Hall

 term - effeminacy, luxury, cruelty, and despotism - began to affect the way
 in which he was portrayed.4) Of crucial importance, therefore, is the ascert
 ainment of the chronological point at which this new name was applied to the
 Trojans.

 Vase paintings do not testify to the orientalisation of the Trojans and
 their allies until the 5th century.5) A scholiast on the Iliad seems to have
 thought that Aeschylus was responsible for the innovation (E A on B 862):

 OpOyOcJ] 6TL ot VC)1TCPOL T1iv TpotCav xcLL TT1V OpUy Cav T'v ca&Tiiv

 XkyoUcLV, 6 89 'OVinpoc o(X o'U *Tc AtcxiXoc 68 cuve'Xev (fr.446 Radt).
 Is is of course arguable how much access the author of this comment had to
 pre-Aeschylean literature. But there is a prima facie case for believing that
 it was Aeschylus, the innovator and reworker of the old myths, with his en
 ormous interest in OapOC1pLx6L, who first Phrygianised the Trojan royal house.
 There is moreover no evidence in the scanty remains of archaic Greek poetry
 for the identification of Troy with Phrygia except in a supplement to a frag
 mentary poem by Alcaeus.6) In all other surviving poems or fragments where the
 Trojans are mentioned, they remain Tp-Sec living in "Troy", "Dardania", or
 "Ilium".7) Elsewhere Alcaeus himself always follows the normal practice: fr.
 283 PLF describes how Helen left her home, driven mad by a "Trojan" man (4-5),
 with the result that many men lay dead Tp(x"v ne8tw (13). In the exceptional
 poem (fr. 42) epic material is used in a new way: Alcaeus paints a picture
 "genommen aus der vertrauten homerischen Welt ... aber ausgefullt in ganz
 anderer Stilisierung."8) But although the epic story is put to original use,
 the language, apart from the completely new application of the term Opuyec,
 is all Homeric (reproduced from D.L.Page's Sappho and Alcaeus, Oxford (1955)
 pp.278-9).

 WC MKO, cLK'w [XOC VVEK ECAWY
 nIlEpp.4JA K0cL sMC[L .w"', 'JQAY'3, ,AeCv

 ,K CJOEY 7wrKoV, W[tP& 8' ?UACE ZlDc

 4 DAV 'pay.
 ot) irauav Alax&Sw[c ayavoc
 7ravrac cc y4wv JMs[apac KaAXccaAc
 JYC 6K NKN[p]joc 1Xwv [ 1IWApwv

 8 irpvov Jipav

 4) See my Inventing the Barbarian, (forthcoming 1989, Oxford University
 Press), Chapter III.

 5) See J.JUthner, Hellenen und Barbaren, Leipzig (1923) pp.2-3.
 6) But see also SLG 477 col.i.4. The context of the word "Phrygian," if

 that is the correct reading, is mythical. The poem is however undated and
 adespoton, though the handwriting dates the papyrus to the 2nd century BC.
 See D.L.Page in ZPE 13 (1974) p.105.

 7) See especially SLG 88 fr. 1 col. ii.7; 89.11; 105b.14, 16; 118.6 (Ste
 sichorus); PMG 282a.14, 37, 44 (Ibycus).

 8) U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, "Neue lesbische Lyrik," Neue Jahrb.
 17 (1914) 225-247, p.232 ( = Kl.Schr. 1.364-414, p.393).
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 Ec 8powv Xppcvoc. A[vce 8' dyvac
 zm irapOu kSUM[Arac 8' eGAc

 HiAsoc Ka& N1peo8wv 1ptcT[ac,
 12 kC 8' JV'VinOV

 irat&a ytJaTt a4uOJwv [ 4pCTOV
 .Afiwv edveav &(T1[pa irdAv~
 o 8' &iAor' 4' 'E[A&cu 0ptyEc T(

 I6 Kal2 TO&C arwv.

 In line 15, the reading 'EER6VaL Op6yec Te was suggested by Wilamowitz. His
 supplement has been accepted apparently without query ever since:9) Page and
 Campbell both print it without indicating in their commentaries that they are
 aware of its possible anachronism. 10) That 'E[XevaL is correct is of course
 almost certain; the ring-form of the poem required a return to Helen, the
 bad wife, after the negative comparison with Thetis at line 5ff.: "Not such
 was the delicate maiden whom the (noble] son of Aeacus married...". The sur
 viving words in any case suggest the Homeric phrase &p' 'EX6Vn... .IAXEcOaL
 (e.g. Iliad r 70). But if Wilamowitz's reading op'ysC TE is right, it testifies
 to a much earlier conflation of Troy and Phrygia than is implied by all the
 other evidence. If Aeschylus is to receive the credit for turning the Trojans
 into Phrygians, an alternative must be found. TpGSec Te will not fit the Sapphic
 metre, which requires v - v in this position. But there are several other
 possibilities. In fr. 283, the usually accepted supplementation of a similar
 passage describing the deaths of men on the Trojan plain for the sake of Helen
 results in lines reading (283.12-14)

 XJacLyVTTWV n6Xeclc L[6XC1LVwa

 yCLV dXCL Tpwv TL6S8WL 6b[devtcaC
 tvJvE{a xfivac

 The word 56Liev1cTC occurs in exactly the same metrical position in the Sapphic
 stanza, in an almost identical context. If the end of 42.15 were supplemented
 along similar lines, the result would read

 Ot 8 &MWXoVT' &4P EE[X6VcL 86dIEVTCC
 xaLX TL6XLc CLOTv .

 Other possibilities are na0o'VTc (cf. the Homeric phrase &upt yuVCLLxt ...
 dXyea rL6.cXELV, Iliad r 157), or x6LXcLa.

 It is therefore possible to find another reading which removes the Phrygians
 from Alcaeus' poem. Given Mytilene's familiarity with contemporary Phrygia,
 and the readiness of both Sappho and Alcaeus to remould epic material for

 9) See e.g. C.M.Bowra, Greek Lyric Poetry, Oxford (19612) pp.168-9; A.
 Lesky, "Peleus und Thetis im friuhen Epos," Stud. Ital. 27-8 (1956) 216-226;
 A.W.Gomme, "Interpretations of some poems by Alkaios and Sappho," JHS 77
 (1957) 255-266. Professor M.L.West, however, with whom I had discussed this
 passage, reserved judgement on Wilamowitz's supplement in his edition of
 Euripides' Orestes (Warminster (1987) p.66).

 10) Page, Sappho and Alcaeus, pp.278-81; David A.Campbell (ed.), Greek
 Lyric Poetry, Bristol (19822) pp.55, 291-2.
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 18 E.Hall

 their own purposes (see especially Sappho fr. 44 PLF), it could be argued
 that Alcaeus is as likely as Aeschylus or anyone else to be responsible for
 the innovation of equating Troy with Phrygia. But if that were the case it
 would be surprising that other poets do not seem to have followed his ex
 ample until the 5th century. Either Wilamowitz's supplement is wrong, or
 Alcaeus must be credited with a daring and imaginative innovation in the
 portrayal of the Trojans in Greek literature.

 New Hall, Cambridge Edith Hall
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